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Trench A 1 : This trench measures 3 X 3 m. After reaching a depth of 2,30 m., a brick wall
with foundations of granite blocks is exposed fully running in north-south direction. Another wall joins
this in east-west direction at 80°-85° angle. The wall is slightly out-of-plumb and has lengthwise dimi-
nution in width. This tapering wall measures one metre wide at its top. The width of the wall gradually
increases towards the foundations. The height of this ruined brick wall is about one metre on average.
The stone foundations are one metre in height. Sand stone is used in construction with lime mortar
as binding material which can still be seen in patches* At a depth of 2 met res, Httmcs arc found in the
trench, but their purpose is not clear. Perhaps they arc left over. Tho brick measures
0.29 cms, X 0.19 cms. X 0.6 cms. Unless the entire area is fully exposed, it is difficult to ascertain the
nature of this structure and the purpose for which it was constructed.
Trench A 2 : It appears that the railway authorities while laying foundations for the retaining
wall have cut the mound by which a part of the gateway (?) is exposed to view. Some portion of this
structure appears to have been removed. The featureless pillars thrown on the ramp infront of the guest-
house may be a part of the gateway. Structure about which a note was submitted in the year 1980 A,D*
The exposed portion consists of two pillars standing 2 m. apart joined by a wall with n nidus of
0.47 cms. X 0.46 cms. xO.30 cms. The blocks, each measuring 2*94 m. in length on an average, serve
as roof slabs to this structure. While one of the vertical pillars is broken, the second pillar is about
1.80 m. in height. A trench is laid between this structure and trench Al. This ttench measures
5m. X 5 m. At a depth of 0,80 m. lime plastered floor is exposed. Nothing else is encountered
in this trench.
Trench A3 : This trench measures 3 m, x3 m. At a depth of 2.50 m, a wall is found extending
in north-south direction, but its purpose is not clear,
Trench &l : The trench measuring 3m. X 3 m. is dug up to a d<spth of 5 m. to
expose the wall extending from Trench Al to Bl in north-south direction. The wall
has no new features. Lime plaster is used on this wall and lime mortar serves as binding material
both in walls and foundation. Stray broken stone blocks, kankar and loose ea~th indicate this as
artificial filling of a decade or more. As the wail extended all along the tr<*nch and also bey >nd it, the
trench is extended by 2m. x2m. At a depth of l^m., this wall appears to have terminated at a gateway*
like structure changing its orientation to the east. No other finds are discovered in this trench,
Trench B 2 : The trench is taken-up to know the features of the gateway-like structure found in
trench Bl. At a depth of 3.60 m. two standing pillars are exposed. The flooring is covered with lime
plaster. Beneath the lime plaster two courses of unbaked bricks of the size of 30 cms. x 20 cm** X 0,5 cms.
are used to pave the floor. Nothing significant is found in this trench except the above.
An over-all study of the trial trenches laid on this site reveal a massive wall in "L" sliaper running
in north-south direction, taking a turn to the east at the southern end. Though four pillars are found
unfbrtur ately, none of them bear any inscription. Whils the pillars are cf black granite, the foundation
blocks are of sand stone variety. The wall that has east-west orientation could not be exposed fully, ^s it
extended underneath the present rest house. The size of the brick and the nature of the construction
indicate that the structure may belong to ths 14th-15th century A.D. Unless the entire &iea is fully ex-
posed, the plan and the nature of the structure cannot be determined.

